
Seal Kits
Spare parts supply for short immobilization periods

Trelleborg Sealing Solutions works closely with a machine

manufacturer’s designers and service specialists when

developing sealing solutions. This also ensures that the required

spare parts are available in the event of repair, including any

parts that were not in the original solutions. Sealing the

complete system is of utmost importance.

Advantages:

• Low level of capital tie-up

• Low level of administration expense

• Complete sealing sets for customers

• Easy product identification by the customer

(e.g. specification of customer ID number or customer

application, type of piston as product number)

• Simplification of customer ordering and handling

procedure at the customer

• Cost transparency



Seal Kits

We group together demand requirements in terms of life

expectancy, for the primary seal, secondary seal and the guiding

elements. This ensures an overall level of efficiency.

As a set, a sealing system contains all the seals,

scrapers and guiding elements that are required

when repairing mobile or stationary hydraulic

systems.

This can be managed as a bill of resources and ordered using

article numbers. This method also ensures that the complete

sealing solution is examined. All sealing elements are covered

in a set. In the past, there were instances where the whole

sealing solution was not examined or changed out and an

expensive machine stood around unnecessarily on the plant

yard for days.

A repair plant can use the article number to order the complete

set. The machine manufacturer can then stock parts or trigger

a direct or indirect delivery of the part via our warehouse.

An additional advantage is that the machine manufacturer can

reduce the amount of capital tied up in warehousing and can

be assured of the newest products on stock.

Maximum usability of construction machinery can only be

achieved by means of complete or partial prophylactic

replacement of complete sealing systems. Working machines,

when immobilized, automatically result in costs that far exceed

the price of the necessary spare parts.

Benefits:

• Simple handling: all sealing elements as complete

sealing set, labeling and packaging in-line with

customer requirements.

• One-stop shop for complete sealing set from one

single delivery source

• Reduction of delivery time through efficient article

management

• Cost reduction of handling and warehousing at the

customer

• Reselling of sealing sets for end user repair and 

maintenance purposes

We can also provide you with installation recommendations

in the spare parts package, and if necessary, we can print the

bill of resources including the date on the packaging container.

We are at your service for special requests.

Email: tssgermany@trelleborg.com

www.tss.trelleborg.com
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